
OVERUSED WORDS IN CHILDRENS WRITING ACTIVITIES

These engaging activities. More information A second grade kid-friendly writing rubric and a corresonding teacher
grading form. See more. This page is perfect to help your students practice their spelling words in many different ways.

Encourage students to take the extra time. Have you ever met someone new and noticed the difference in their
use of words, phrases, and mannerisms? Can you just imagine your poor teacher at her desk reading "The
book was interesting" a hundred times or more? Each time an overused word appears in student writing, invite
students to join in a brief mock funeral. Here are some ideas for helping your students to choose better words:
Make finding synonyms for overused words a class activity. Well, your teacher can see that through your
writing. Outlaw overused words. One way to do this is to divide your class into small groups and assign each
group an overused word. The Dead Word list will vary by grade level. Find new words you like and that suit
your writing style. Keep a file of index cards one card for each dead word as a thesaurus-like resource for
students. This is a great way to practice using the thesaurus. Lesson Plan Source. Remember that many of
those better synonyms are also longer and harder to spell. You may be surprised at the extent of your own
vocabulary , and the fact that you don't use it for your own benefit. Tired, Overused, and Boring Words Some
words are specific enough, but they are so overused they are just plain boring. Skillful writing is not easy; it is
a tricky endeavor that involves a fine balance between extremes. Challenge students to replace as many of the
words in that paragraph as possible with words from the Dead Word Wall. Practice whenever you can. Explain
to students that this is the Dead Word Wall. During the time that an overused word is outlawed, it may not be
used by you or your students in wring or in speech. While it would be awkward to avoid these words all the
time, you should take care to substitute more interesting words whenever appropriate.


